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General Comment
It's understandable fees may go up, however I am curious as to changes if asking for an extension and
reinstatement of a patent filed,
where a second patent that would have been filed, where interference in production occurred due to a
State, government why only one patent extension could be
granted, if my company asked for an extension on patent, should we choose the one filed with
interference blatently obvious, that was only worth millions in the US Economy, or the one not filed that
may
and has already been interfered with worth much more, that easily could be worth billions and become a
standard just for safety in many areas and workplaces, there are many ways to straighten out the economy
creating inflation, has never worked properly nor will, lesser fees by just internet filing only, I have been
discussing this with one US Senator, from Wisconsin, Its worth review a check on a civil suit filed in
Federal Court North Dakota, transferred to a County Court
Wadena, MN. 56482 Wadena County, on just a few loopholes already being used and accredited, marked
as frivolous by a liberal judge who should not be allowed to judge pickles at a fairground, let alone an
economy the type has most assuredly done the most
damages to. Thank You, Victor M. Kern Wadena MN. 56482 2186406272 Patent 7200947 @ Patent 
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